1. Before using your new wireless system on a performance, charge the transmitter a minimum of 1-2 times to increase the strength of the battery. Doing this procedure will decrease charge time and increase performance time.
   a. Drain battery by leaving the transmitter on until it shuts off.
   b. Plug transmitter into charger and charge until full.
   c. Complete steps a & b 1-2 times.

   **The Charge is not complete until the word "FULL" is displayed on the LCD Screen.

   ***Transmitter is not charging until the 'bars' are flashing; be sure a good connection is made between the transmitter jack and charger.

2. Connect Transmitter to AMT Microphone via locking connector. Connect / snap mounting clip onto microphone.

3. Quick setting channel on transmitter:
   a. Turn transmitter OFF
   b. Turn receiver ON.
   c. Choose Left or Right Side receiver by pressing the middle button once to enter channel mode, then increase or decrease the channel number to choose a channel. (A or B side indicator will appear once transmitter and receiver has been sync'd) (The ZRIII is a dual receiver, which can receive two channels/transmitters at the same time. Signal bars for each side are visible, once a transmitter has been sync'd.)
      i. Push the middle button ONE time / ONE Click to activate channel change mode. Channel and frequency will flash.
      ii. With channel indicator flashing, choose the channel by increasing or decreasing the channel number with the top or bottom buttons. Release button, channel is now set on the receiver.
   d. Once channel number is chosen, push the middle button again and hold it until the antenna icon flashes.
   e. While the antenna icon is flashing, hold the transmitter within 6 inches of the receiver's IR window and power the transmitter ON. The A/B indicator should now show that a transmitter is sync'd to either side A or B.

4. Power ON / OFF mode. To enter power on/ off model, press the middle function button 5 times to enter mode. Toggle the on/off function with the increase or decrease buttons. The power on/off mode is a useful tool in case the receiver happens to get unplugged during a performance. With the function on, your receiver will power on as soon as the power is re-connected without having to turn the receiver on manually.

* Please be careful when plugging the transmitter charger plug into the charger socket as using excessive force resulting in damage may null and void your warranty.

For More information:
Applied Microphone Technology
www.appliedmicrophone.com
Ph: 908-665-2727
Tech support: 973-222-1865